Swift Mailer: Powerful component based mailing library for PHP

Swift is a multi-paradigm, compiled programming language created by Apple Inc. for iOS, OS X, watchOS and tvOS development. Swift is designed to work with The Swift Programming Language (Swift 2.1): About Swift
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Check out Taylor's new video "Wildest Dreams". "Wildest Dreams" is Available Now on her multi Wendy's Swift XRT products for GRBs
XRT positions XRT light curves XRT spectra XRT GRB catalogue
XRT GRB images Burst analyser Prompt dataset - The Swift Parallel Scripting Language Swift Mailer integrates into any web app written in PHP 5, offering a flexible and elegant object-oriented approach to sending emails with a multitude of features.

Swift - Apple's new programming language for iOS and OS X - Reddit

Taylor Swift is embracing her move to New York with chic style. See all here.